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Summary of Results
The project had as main objective to better understand major drivers and barriers for development of Arctic shipping, particularly along
the Northern Sea Route.
It had the following part objectives:
1)

Map and analyse transport alternatives, policies and plans of the mineral sector in the different regions of the Russian North, and estimate
increased future use of the NSR for mineral transport for these regions for the coming 20-30 years.

2)

Establish an automated retrieval, management and presentation system for supply and demand data for Arctic relevant minerals that can
be useful for assessing likely future production volumes of minerals from different deposits or regions of the Russian North.

3)

Get an overview of oil and gas fields in northern Russia, transport options and company strategies of relevance for Arctic shipping.

4)

Present and understand Russian perceptions of the need for icebreakers, and discuss consequences for Russian policy, contribute with our
own assessment of the need.

5)

Study the plans and assess the realism in building new and higher capacity railroads, and how this might affect future seawards transport
on the NSR.

6)

Determine/estimate actual shipping volumes of major minerals and metals from Russian Arctic regions/ports for 2012-2013, how they
vary with world market prices, and review long-term forecasts of world market for the major relevant minerals and metals relevant for our
study.
A comprehensive mapping of all the Russian mining industry has been performed. This includes about 390 Russian mineral and metal ore
deposits and mines, and we have also considered railroads, Russian public development strategies (energy strategy, port strategy and
railroad strategy), and strategies of the major companies of the Russian mining industry.
We have investigated the possibility to estimate how actual shipping volumes of major minerals and metals from Russian Arctic
regions/ports for 2012-2013 vary with world market prices, and review long-term forecasts of world market for the major relevant
minerals and metals relevant for our study. Statistics on shipping volumes of different types of minerals and metals out of Russian ports
are not available, only export by region. However, this could be by different transport methods, including both shipping and railway. The
mapping of the mining industry identified the minerals and metals particularly relevant for shipping in the Northern Sea Route. For these,
as well as some others, we have gathered world market prices, Russian trade, export and transport data in an online database. The most
important ones for NSR shipping are bauxite, coal, copper and nickel, and iron ore. The collection of data allows easy compilation,
presentation in tables, diagrams and maps, and analyses. The database has also imported the actual shipping data based on AIS-signals
(from www.Havbase.no) to facilitate the combined analysis of ship traffic and shipping volumes from the Northern Russian regions with
world market prices for metals and minerals. With the resolution of the available data (spatial and temporal), as well as the uncertainty of
what ship types that are actually used for shipping minerals/metals from the different ports/regions (dry bulk, container, general cargo) it
has not been possible to reveal any clear links between the dataseries.
The organization of Russian icebreaking services and the status prospects for the icebreaker-construction program has been analysed.
Also the expected need for icebreaking and possible alternatives to the present organization has beendiscussed, as well as the tariff regime
of the Northern Sea Route Administration for sailing along the NSR.

An overview of the oil and gas fields and related industrial activities in the Russian North has been mapped. How the prospects for
production ahead is, and how it could depend on Arctic shipping is discussed. Important factors for this includes the development of the
world energy markets, both shifting importance of shale gas production and the volatility and reduction in petroleum prices, the sanctions
of Russia from the EU and US following the Ukraine crisis, and the options of pipeline or LNG shipments for transport to markets. The
most important project for the coming years, remembering that it takes many years to develop new petroleum fields into production, is the
Yamal projects, and the shipping of LNG from Sabetta. This will give a significant volume of shipment and number of sailings both
eastward and westward in the NSR.

A thorough information gathering on strategies for railway development and transportation policy has been collected as well as data on
industrial development projects. The study to consider them in concert to see how development may affect the cargo potential of the
Northern Sea Route is well in preparation.
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Interdisciplinary Cooperation

The project has been performed by an interdisciplinary team, with researchers from political science, economics, economic geography,
business, ICT/programming. This has been very valuable in the project, bringing together a total set of data from different sources and of
different type, perspectives and theories that each individual researcher could not had alone, and which helps us understand the multitude
of factors that affect future Arctic shipping.
Budget in accordance to results
The funding from the Fram centre has been essential to realize this project.
Could results from the project be subject for any commercial utilization
No
If Yes
No
Conclusions
Identifying quantitative patterns between world mineral prices, Russian exports and dry bulk shipping in the Northern Sea Route with the
available statistics is challenging. So far we have not been able to unravel this with reasonable certainty. The more qualitative analysis of
the mineral sector however gives relevant data for considering mineral sector and Northern Sea Route developments for the coming years.
Large reserves of minerals exist in the Russian Arctic, but the main deposits are being mined or developed with land-transport
infrastructure nearby. The main exception is the copper and nickel mine of Norilsk Nickel on Taimyr Peninsula which ships its products
out via Dudinka.
There are no new major Russian mining projects in undeveloped parts of the Russian Arctic. Plans for coal mining close to the Northern
Sea Route have been abandoned due to the costs of needed infrastructure investments and unfavourable market conditions.
If the plans in the Railroad strategy for 2020 and 2030 with expansion northwards in the Urals, Siberia and the far east are carried out, it
will be less likely with more minerals being shipped out through the Northern Sea Route.
The vision or image of the Northern Sea Route, both from Russia and from the outside, is as a Sea Route with large potential and
importance. But whereas the outside, particularly Asian, interest is primarily connected to trans-arctic transits, the Russians’ image is
increasingly related to resource extraction in the Arctic. These visions and ideas have different implications for how the sea route will be
or should be developed. However, both visions are exaggerated and rest on very uncertain assumptions. Transit shipping through the NSR
is not as attractive for the international shipping industry as it is often presented. Development of extractive industries in the Arctic is
likely to be much slower than foreseen in Russian plans, and for some of the possible mining projects it is very possible that rail will be
the preferred transport method.
There are overlaps between the Russian and outside interests. The Yamal LNG project has an increasing share of investments from China.
This project is set to become the major cargo producer for the sea route in a few years’ time and a substantial share of icebreaking
capacity will be employed there.

So, the most probable development now is that international transit will continue to grow slowly, since the fundamentals of the NSR
remain interesting for segments of international shipping. But it will become a secondary activity and not a driver for development of the
NSR. For internal Russian political reasons and the transport need of some extractive projects, destination shipping will grow, but not as
fast as anticipated until recently. While increases in world demand and prices for minerals could make it more attractive to develop
production in relative closeness to the Northern Sea Route, and thus could lead to increased ship traffic, it must surely be many years
ahead as such investments and developments require much time. How strong this development will be depends very much on Russian
state priorities. How much will the Russian state be willing and able to subsidise the NSR and invest in upgrading of its infrastructure,
rather than other transport infrastructure, especially railroads?

